Name __________________

Date_____________

Homophones
Directions: Underline the correct
homophone to complete each sentence.
1. Don’t step on that banana ( peel, peal )!
2. When you’re all ( groan, grown ) up, you can fly the plane.
3. The horse loves to eat ( hay, hey ).
4. The wind ( blue, blew ) through the trees.
5. “Wait, my ( sun, son ),” said the boy’s father, “the train is coming.”
6. Under the microscope, you can see the plant ( cell, sell ).
7. He ( toad, towed ) the car out of the lake.
8. ( Dear, Deer ) Mr. Harris, thank you for the tea.
9. Please ( weight, wait ) to be seated.
10. That dog’s constant ( whine, wine ) is getting on my nerves!
11. All ( knight, night ) the watchman stood guard.
12. A giant ( wail, whale ) swam out in front of the boat.
Directions: One common set of homophones that people often confuse
is: too, two, and to. Underline the correct one in each sentence.
1. Does that kangaroo have to come ( too, two, to )?
2. I’ll have ( too, two, to ) scoops of ice cream, please.
3. We’re going ( too, two, to ) the ball game!
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Name __________________

Homophones

Date_____________

Answer Key

Directions: Underline the correct
homophone to complete each sentence.
1. Don’t step on that banana ( peel, peal )!
2. When you’re all ( groan, grown ) up, you can fly the plane.
3. The horse loves to eat ( hay, hey ).
4. The wind ( blue, blew ) through the trees.
5. “Wait, my ( sun, son ),” said the boy’s father, “the train is coming.”
6. Under the microscope, you can see the plant ( cell, sell ).
7. He ( toad, towed ) the car out of the lake.
8. ( Dear, Deer ) Mr. Harris, thank you for the tea.
9. Please ( weight, wait ) to be seated.
10. That dog’s constant ( whine, wine ) is getting on my nerves!
11. All ( knight, night ) the watchman stood guard.
12. A giant ( wail, whale ) swam out in front of the boat.
Directions: One common set of homophones that people often confuse
is: too, two, and to. Underline the correct one in each sentence.
1. Does that kangaroo have to come ( too, two, to )?
2. I’ll have ( too, two, to ) scoops of ice cream, please.
3. We’re going ( too, two, to ) the ball game!
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